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QASource Press Release

QASource Acquires Software Testing 
Crowdsourcing Company MyCrowd QA
Move enables QA company to offer additional depth of service

PLEASANTON, California, August 28, 2017 - QASource, one of the world’s leading software 
QA services providers, announced today that it has acquired MyCrowd QA, a three-year-old 
San Francisco crowdtesting company.

The acquisition expands the suite of services QASource offers to include crowdsourced testing - 
using real people on multiple devices and networks in geographies across the globe. It also 
enables QASource to serve existing and new customers with a third engagement model.

QASource also delivers a short-term, pay-as-you-go offering through QAOnDemand, in 
addition to its core service of providing dedicated, offshore QA engineers to customer software 
development teams. QASource boasts a hybrid onsite/offshore model that combines offshore 
technical talent in India with U.S. management, and QA leads embedded in clients’ 
engineering departments - enabling them to avoid the risks that often accompany a remote 
testing team.

“Strategically, this acquisition of MyCrowd QA allows us to serve our customers better,” said Rick 
Rampton, Head of Client Success. “They may have needs that are geographically specific like 
retail stores, for example, or that require customer feedback on products or apps using different 
networks and integrations. We now have multiple ways of working with our customers to bring 
them value.”

The acquisition of MyCrowd QA adds hundreds of clients and thousands of testers around 
the globe to QASource’s rolls. Financial details of the transaction between the two privately 
held companies was not disclosed.
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About QASource
Headquartered in Pleasanton, California, with an office in Chandigarh, India, QASource is
one of the world’s leading software QA providers. Since its foundation in 2002, QASource
has grown to become an international organization with thousands of professionals
servicing a variety of clients ranging from VC-funded startups to Fortune 500 companies.
QASource has demonstrated a growth rate of 20% to 50% annually, and is a market leader in 
test automation services. QASource customers have had successful exits exceeding $15 billion in 
M&A transactions, leading to the company’s tagline, “Quality That Creates Value.” For more 
information, visit the QASource website at https://www.qasource.com.
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